Tips for Buying Your 1st Porsche

A Porsche is a beautiful car to own. Not only does it have class, but it has
power. When thinking of purchasing your first ever Porsche, there are
some tips you need to keep in mind. This is likely one of the biggest
purchases you’ve ever made, which makes it one that you should take your
time with.
Top Tips for Purchasing a Porsche
1. Consider purchasing a “hobby Porsche” as your first. This one you can
work on and get the benefits of building yourself, while also saving
money.
2. Narrow down your choices by considering the model of Porsche to buy.
Consider the price, year and desire to own. The ’74 to ’77 models
provide a great selection.
3. Know the model of choices weaknesses and strengths when it comes to
purchasing one. You want to know what it can do, but also what it is not
going to be able to do. This way, you’re more familiar with the model and
the specific Porsche.

4. Document where you go to search for your Porsche. After so many
weeks of searching, you may find yourself looking at the same ones
repeatedly if you’re not carefully documenting where you’ve been and
what you’ve looked at already.
5. Beware of sellers and titles. Know the history of the Porsche you want to
purchase. Some sellers will try to sell vehicles in a different state other
than where it is from, completely washing away “Salvage” from the title.
You don’t want a salvaged vehicle, since this is not a vehicle worth
anything at all.
6. Try out the many models of Porsches. You may be surprised that you
like how one handles more than the other, or the look of one and not the
other. When you drive it around and admire it from afar, you can learn
so much more about it.
7. It is important to note that if you’re purchasing your Porsche from an out
of state seller, it is extremely important that you keep it safe during
transit. By hiring an automobile shipping company who can ship the car
in an enclosed carrier such as A1AutoTransport Inc, you won’t have to
worry about something happening during transit.
8. Ask for a pre-purchase inspection. A lot of mechanics are more than
happy to go out and check out the vehicle for you for a small price, even
if you’re not living in the immediate area. They will then report back to
you with their findings prior to having you purchase the vehicle if it is not
worth it or not what it says it is. Be sure to hire a Porsche certified
mechanic to inspect or work on your Porsche.
A Porsche is a great car to own, but know that purchasing one should take
serious thought. You want the perfect one to show off, so why not keep tips
in mind when the time comes to purchase your own. You may be able to
pass it down to your kids later down the road. Buying a Porsche is a
thrilling experience and one you’ll be happy with for years to come.

